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IS
 

 

1. Fee once deposited towards registration is neither refundable nor adjustable in any other course offered 

by our institute.  

2.  The institute reserves the right to change the time-table and/or reschedule classes and in case of 

cancellation / postpone of exams no refund will be provided. 

3.  The institute reserves the right to change and/or rearrange the batches on the basis of performance of 

the student. 

4.  The institute reserves the right to change the venue and/or address of the institute/classes/tutorial 

classes/tests as and when required. No student and/or his/her parents can raise any objection in this 

regard. 

5.  Any indiscipline or disobedience will attract the immediate cancellation of enrollment of the student. 

6.  Institute reserves the right to admission; it can deny admission to anyone without quoting any reason. 

7.  Students should intimate the change in their postal address and/or contact number immediately to our 

office. 

8. Students should not transmit or reproduce by any means (photocopy or otherwise), any part of our 

study material. 

9.  I ______________ hereby agree to abide by the rules and regulations of this  institute and I have no 

objection if Infostudy uses the information provided by me in this form (including photograph) 

for its advertisement purposes  on print and social media as and when required.  

10.  I understand that if I disobey any of the rule of Infostudy, then my registration will 

automatically stand cancel without any fees refund. 

11. If any student is claiming any discount on some grounds and  

if at later stage that claim is found to be false then student has to deposit full fees. 

12. No old student discount will be provided if student has either left the batch in between or has 

not deposited fees in time 

 (Read all the Rules & Regulations before putting your signature) 

 

 

Student’s Signature-                               Date:________________ 

  

RULES AND REGULATIONS 


